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Libyan Arab Jamahiriya • Crisis 
Situation Report No. 26 
17 April 2011  

This report is produced by OCHA Libya in collaboration with humanitarian partners, covering the 
period of 14 to 17 April. The next report will be issued on or around 19 April. 

I. HIGHLIGHTS/KEY PRIORITIES 

• Heavy fighting in Misrata continues, with reports of unconfirmed numbers of civilian casualties and 
damage to infrastructure.  

• Humanitarian organizations conducted two evacuations from Misrata of over 1,200 of the vulnerable 
and wounded people as well as third-country nationals on 14 and 16 April.   

• Preliminary information on assessments conducted by United Nations agencies in Benghazi, Tubruq 
and Derna is available. The final reports will be shared on or around 18 April.  

• The US$ 310 million Flash Appeal for the Libyan Crisis is currently funded at 41 per cent with $128 
million committed and $1.4 million in pledges.  

 

II. Situation Overview 

In the past four days, Misrata has been heavily shelled during fighting between Government and opposition 
forces. Media report that over 100 missiles have been launched daily. Unconfirmed numbers of civilians have 
been killed or injured. Local organizations report that casualties include children and the elderly. Human 
Rights Watch have also confirmed the use of cluster munitions by Qaddafi forces in Misrata. From 15 to 16 
April, three cluster bombs were seen exploding over the city, one 300 metres from the Misrata Hospital in an 
area populated by civilians. The use of cluster munitions is banned by over 108 countries as part of the 
Convention on Cluster Munitions.  
 
Despite the heavy shelling, humanitarian 
organizations have been nevertheless able to 
deliver aid and evacuate people from Misrata to 
safety. On 14 April, the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM) delivered over 
400 tons of aid by ship, then evacuated 800 
people, inculding ten medical emergencies.  On 
16 April, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
evacuated 135 people — including 71 war 
wounded — from Misrata to Zarzis, Tunisia.   
 
An inter-agency humanitarian needs 
assessment was carried out in Darna, Tubruq 
and Benghazi from 7 to 11 April. Led by the UN 
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs (OCHA), with representatives from 
UNICEF, the World Food Programme (WFP), 
the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), 
the World Health Organization (WHO), the 
United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP), Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO) and the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the 
team found that basic goods and services 
remain available in the short term, indicating 
that the situation in eastern Libya does not as 
yet present grave humanitarian consequences. Following the establishment of an office in Benghazi on 9 
April, United Nations agencies have initiated cluster meetings with humanitarian partners.  
 

III. Humanitarian Needs and Response 

 

EMERGENCY SHELTER/MIGRATION/POPULATION MOVEMENTS 
Libya: Protection of civilians amidst the continued hostilities in Misrata remains a key concern. Reports 
indicate heavy shelling in several areas around the port and in the downtown area. Unconfirmed reports of 
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civilian casualties were also reported. The humanitarian community contintues to mobilise support for the 
evacuation of TCNs, medical cases and other vulnerable people out of Libya. On 14 April, IOM evacuated 
800 people by ship as part of an effort to evacuate at least 6,000 TCNs remaining in Misrata.  IOM reports 
that the evacuees, mainly TCN women and children and ten medical emergencies, were suffering from 
dehydration and many required psychosocial support. MSF also evacuated people from Misrata; their 
second evacuation since March.  Elsewhere in Libya evacuations are ongoing. On 16 April 700 Egyptians 
were evacuated from Benghazi to Saloum, Egypt aboard a ship sent by the government of Qatar.  A Turkish 
Red Crescent ship is en route to Misrata with over 100 tons of supplies, including mixed food commodities 
and 100 generators which is due to dock on 20 April.  
 
Tunisia: Families from the Foussa Mountains continue to 
arrive to camps erected at Dehiba and Remada towns, 
south of Ras Ejdir. Unconfirmed reports indicate that the 
fighting in this area has resulted in increased humanitarian 
need. The number of people in these camps fluctuates 
daily. On 17 April, there were 1,300 Libyans in Dehiba and 
Remada. Aid organizations continue to provide food and 
healthcare, and maintain sanitation facilities. Aid agencies 
also estimate several thousand Libyans are residing in paid 
accommodation, staying with host families or at camps in 
Tunisia.  

Since 14 April, the number of people stranded at Ras Ejdir 
crossing point declined significantly. On 16 April, around 3,700 people were at the border, compared to over 
5,000 people several days earlier, of which there are 650 families compared to 900 families previously. 
Libyans continue to comprise the majority of people crossing the border into Tunisia, and three quarters on 
15 April.  
 
Egypt: Libyans continue to make up the highest proportion of people crossing the border into Egypt, 
although the latest figures indicate that they are regularly crossing back and forth.  On 16 April 1,280 Libyans 
crossed into Egypt and the same day 1,672 crossed back into Libya.  On 17 April 1,198 people remained in 
transit. It is anticipated that 2,200 additional third-country nationals will arrive. WFP and Catholic Relief 
Services will continue to distribute meals.  The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation are also 
providing 2,300 meals daily, hiring local people to cook and distribute the food.  
 
Gaps & Constraints:  
In Saloum, local authorities are suspending the installation of rub halls until appropriate WASH services are 
fully functional. UNICEF is currently working on the installation of these facilities and expects construction to 
be complete soon. IOM has sufficient funds to carry out only one more evacuation from Misrata.  

 FOOD SECURITY 
The Food Security Cluster reports that stocks of basic food supplies in Benghazi assessed are sufficient for 
the next one to two months in and around Benghazi and existing stocks are sold at regular prices.  However 
a 30-40 per cent increase in the prices of some food items is posing an additional challenge to already 
vulnerable groups such as IDPs and TCNs.  Local food production and domestic food processing is also 
dependent on large scale import of raw materials.  If import capacity is not restored soon, widespread food 
shortages across the whole of eastern Libya could result.  

To date, WFP has distributed approximately 500 metric tons in 12 locations inside Libya, including in the 
south, west, and the east of Libya.  In Kufra, located in the south, WFP distributed some 150 tons of wheat 
flour and 5.5 tons of vegetables following reports that 20 bakeries have closed due to a lack of wheat flour. 
WFP is planning further deliveries in the west of Libya.  At the Libyan borders, distribution of food continues.  

Gaps & Constraints:  
Limited access into Libya, particularly in western Libya, continues to impede relief efforts.  
 

HEALTH 
The IOM-chartered ship from Misrata arrived to Benghazi on 16 April carrying 800 people.  Ten medical 
evacuees were transferred to the hospital at the Libyan Red Cross camp in Benghazi.  International Medical 
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Corps (IMC) is working with the IOM to assess further medical needs of the evacuees. MSF evacuated 71 
injured people to Tunisia on 16 April, but health partners report more medical evacuations are needed.  
 
The health cluster and WHO continue sessions for medical students in Benghazi and Tubruq on first aid and 
mass casualty training. Health partners in Libya have started to collect data on the health situation in the 
Foussa Mountain region and the possibility of providing medical assistance there.  The health system in 
eastern areas of Libya had insufficient resources before the crisis and although primary health care services 
are functional, emphasis in the health sector was on hospital-based curative care.  In Benghazi, stocks of 
basic medical supplies are expected to be sufficient for the next one to two months, however specific drugs 
for chemotherapy, kidney dialysis, anesthesia, diabetes, and hypertension are in short supply.  Critically 
injured and patients with special needs who cannot be treated in Benghazi or Tubruq are normally taken by 
ambulance to the Egyptian border to be transferred to Egyptian hospitals.  IDPs have the same access to 
free health care as other Libyan nationals within Libya.  The Logistics Supply System (LSS) led by WHO has 
begun training and implementation at the central pharmacy in Benghazi. Arrangements are taking place to 
establish a communication network between health facilities, the central pharmacy, medical supply 
warehouse and the medical committee to achieve a controlled pipeline for medical supply needs and 
donations.  
 
Gaps & Constraints:   
In Benghazi specific drugs for chemotherapy, kidney dialysis, anesthesia, diabetes, and hypertension are in 
short supply.  According to the LSS, there is an urgent need for combination vaccines for illnesses including 
diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus including 18,000 units of DTP vaccine and 320,000 units of Penta vaccine.   

PROTECTION 
Human Rights Watch and international media sources confirm the use of cluster munitions, adding a further 
concern for the protection of civilians from fighting and unexploded remnants of war. Cluster munitions are 
particularly dangerous to civilians for two key reasons: they cannot be fired at specific targets and often their 
components remain unexploded. Unexploded ordnances (UXOs) can explode long after fighting stops and 
children are attracted to them because they are often brightly coloured.  
 
Following the assessment mission, the Protection cluster reports that protection of civilians, in particular 
children, women, elderly and people with special needs remain a concern in eastern areas of Libya.  Schools 
have been closed since fighting broke out in February.  Children and women who may have witnessed 
violence and loss of relatives will most likely require psychosocial support. 
 
Gaps & Constraints:   
A public information campaign on awareness of UXOs and a system for reporting and disposal of such 
weapons should be introduced in Misrata.  
 

WATER SANITATION HYGIENE (WASH) 
WASH activities at transit points in Egypt and camps in Tunisia continue and needs are being largely met. In 
Dehiba and Remada, Tunisia UNICEF continues to upgrade WASH services at the two camps where 
displaced Libyan families originally from the western Foussa Mountain region. UNICEF has delivered 200 
hygiene kits to Libyans in Dehiba. Showers and latrines are installed and cleaning and maintenance of 
facilities at Choucha Camp is ongoing. Water provision for drinking and sanitation at the Saloum transit point 
in Egypt is sufficient. UNICEF has reduced the quantity of water to 70,000 litres following a decline the 
number of people in transit and an increase in water supply from the municipal source. UNICEF also 
completed an assessment of the internal water distribution pipe network, with the rehabilitation work to take 
place in the coming days. 
 

 EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
The Emergency Telecommunications (ETC) Cluster is working to provide communications services for the 
humanitarian community in Libya. Telecommunications breaks have been reported in eastern Libya since the 
start of the conflict. Equipment and personnel have been deployed to Benghazi to provide data and voice 
services, and to reduce disruption due to daily load shedding.  Robust security mitigation measures are 
needed, including radio rooms for staff and vehicle tracking in support of humanitarian operation. The United 
Nations Benghazi short wave/long wave radio room is fully operational from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. daily.  
  
Internet access is only available via satellite therefore the inter-agency data services provided by the ETC 
are vital for operational communications. International voice communications through the regular telephone 
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system are extremely limited; operations are impacted severely. ETC data and voice services are expected 
to be operational in Benghazi at the common UN hub building within the coming week. The ETC is 
coordinating the emergency telecoms response across Libya, Tunisia and Egypt. 
 

LOGISTICS 
WFP continues to offer to the humanitarian community transport services from Alexandria/Cairo to 
Benghazi/Tubruq on a cost recovery basis as well as storage services in Benghazi free of charge.  WFP in 
Malta is working closely with organizations to coordinate the delivery of aid to Misrata. WFP is also preparing 
a plan for a potential launching of a United Nations Humanitarian Air Service (UNHAS) air service for use by 
the humanitarian community in Libya.  Preconditions for individual ad hoc flights into Libya have already 
been established.  
 
Gaps & Constraints 
Organizations still lack access to large areas in the west of Libya. There is an urgent need for commercial 
liners to resume operations to the ports of Tubruq and Benghazi, as this will facilitate commercial imports of 
basic items and humanitarian deliveries. A WFP assessment of Benghazi airport showed that the airport is in 
need of UHF communications (five sets of ten radios) and five more VHF ground to air radios (two sets for 
the tower, three sets for the ACC).  

IV. Coordination 

For comprehensive information on the humanitarian response to the Libyan crisis please see the web portal: 
 http://libya.humanitarianresponse.info/. Seven clusters have been activated and are working in Cairo, 
Saloum, Benghazi and Tubruq. More information is available on the web portal. Please contact cluster leads 
for meeting times. Since 9 April, the United Nations has established an international presence in Benghazi, 
where humanitarian needs are being assessed and addressed.  
In Saloum, inter-agency coordination meetings are convened on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday at 11:30.  
 

V. Funding 

According to the Financial Tracking Services, the US$310 million Flash Appeal for the Libyan Crisis is 
currently funded at 41 per cent with US$ 128 million committed and $1.4 million in pledges. All humanitarian 
partners, including donors and recipient agencies, are encouraged to inform OCHA's Financial Tracking 
Service (FTS - http://fts.unocha.org) of cash and in-kind contributions by e-mailing: fts@un.org.  
 

VI. Contact 

 
 OCHA Libya 

Mike McDonagh: Head of Office  
Email:  mcdonaghm@un.org Tel: +20 (0)1511441923 
 
Juliette Touma : Public Information Officer 
Email: toumaj@un.org  Tel: + 20(0) 1511445657 
 
Mai Yassin, Jessica DuPlessis: Reports Officers 
Email: Yassinm@un.org   Tel: +20(0)1511442369 
Email: duplessisj@un.org, Tel: +20(0)1511445885 
 
New York:  
David Carden: Officer in Charge Americas & the Caribbean, Europe, Central Asia and Middle East (ACAEME) Section 
Coordination Response Division 
Tel: +1 212 963 5699 E-mail: carden@un.org  
 
Heidi Kuttab: Humanitarian Affairs Officer Americas & the Caribbean, Europe, Central Asia and Middle East (ACAEME) 
Section Coordination Response Division  
Tel: +1 917 367 3365 E-mail: kuttab@un.org 
 
Stephanie Bunker: Spokesperson and Public Information Officer  
Tel: +1 917 367 5126 E-mail: bunker@un.org 
 
Geneva 
Thierry Delbreuve: Humanitarian Affairs Officer  
Tel: +41 (0) 22 917 1688. E-mail: delbreuve@un.org 
 
Elisabeth Byrs: Spokesperson and Public Information Officer  
Tel: +41 22 917 2653, byrs@un.org 
 

For more information, please visit: 
http://ochaonline.un.org 

www.reliefweb.int 
www.irinnews.org 
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